VERGE
GARDENING
GUIDELINES
EDIBLE & NON-EDIBLE
GARDENS

Verge gardening
is the practice
of growing
ornamental,
native and/or
edible plants on
the footpath.

Plants can transform a verge providing some or all of the
following benefits:
>>

Enhance the aesthetic value of the streetscape as a whole and
individual properties.

>>

Improve soil moisture, absorb rainwater, reflect heat and add to the
cooling of the City.

>>

Benefit the health of street trees and support local wildlife such as
birds, bees, butterflies and other insects.

>>

Contribute to food security.

>>

Encourage residents to walk in their neighbourhood, and increase
social connection between residents of the area.

CONSIDERATIONS
When deciding
on landscaping
your verge,
please consider:

>> Soil on public land may be contaminated. Although verge edibles are unlikely to
make up a large enough proportion of anyone’s diet for even minor contamination
to constitute any adverse health risk, if edible plants are to be included, soil
testing may be warranted, particularly if on a main road or old industrial site. The
VegeSafe project at Macquarie University offer the testing of five soil samples for
a small donation of $20.
Please see: research.science.mq.edu.au/vegesafe/how-to-participate
>> Other useful tips for reducing risk exposure can be found here:
veryediblegardens.com.au/blog/11-strategies-for-lead-contaminated-gardensoils
>> You are responsible for maintaining your garden and keeping it safe, clean,
healthy and attractive. Consider who will look after the garden and how watering,
pruning and harvesting will be managed. This may effect your plant choices.
Vegetables, fruits and berries must be harvested regularly to prevent issues
associated with decomposing vegetation.
>> Although unlikely, gardens may attract complaints from neighbours. The
wellbeing and social connection benefits however are considered to outweigh any
unfavourable comments, particularly if verge landscaping complies with the City
of Marion guidelines.
>> Gardens may be vandalised or plants/produce stolen; the City of Marion cannot
take responsibility for any damage to gardens or their contents.
>> Raised garden beds or planter boxes can be permitted in some instances.
However many verges do not have enough space for the required clearances.
Raised garden beds will usually only be permitted when the distance from the
kerb to the inner edge of the footpath (including the verge and footpath width)
is at least 3 metres in length. See the Verge Development Guidelines for further
detail about the conditions required.
>> Groups that are interested in starting a community garden on Council land must
undertake a separate application process. Interested groups are encouraged to
contact Council’s Community Gardens Coordinator in the first instance.

DESIGN AND PLANT SELECTIONS
Take the time
to research and
plan your verge
design and
plant choices,
please consider:

>> Adherence to the City of Marion Verge Guidelines.
>> Environmental site analysis including sun, shade, wind, site orientation, existing
soil type.
>> The location of existing street trees, ensuring no negative impact on the growth or
root system of the tree.
>> Aesthetics, including colours, textures and heights. Consider grouping small
numbers of the same species together to add impact.
>> Use native or water-wise plants where possible, and consider hardy and long
lived species.
>> Mulch is encouraged to retain soil moisture.
>> Perennial herbs are particularly suitable for edible verge gardens. Indigenous
edible plants such as muntries, dwarf lilly pilly and saltbush are also good
choices.
>> Plants with the capacity to withstand occasional pedestrian traffic.
>> The mature size of plants in relation to kerbs, footpaths and other infrastructure.
>> Ongoing maintenance.
>> The Adelaide and Mount Loft Ranges Natural Resources Management Board has
excellent planting guides that list native species that thrive in this area. Search
online for Adelaide Gardens – A Planting Guide or Coastal Gardens – A Planting
Guide to find them.

NOT PERMITTED
The following is
not permitted:

>> Run-off of materials such as water, soil, mulch or debris are not to spill onto the
footpath, road or into drains.
>> Stakes, guide wires, lattice or other supporting structures are not permitted.
>> Plant species that are prickly, poisonous, spiky, sharp, have invasive root
systems, or cause common allergic reactions are not permitted.
>> Weeds of National Significance, Declared plants or Alert Weed species are not
permitted (refer to Adelaide and Mount Lofty Ranges Natural Resources Board for
more information).
>> Edible gardens must not stockpile waste, mulch or manure on the verge.

